THE COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE
MEMORANDUM
October 22, 2013
To:

Members, Full Committee

From: Majority Committee Staff
Re:
Hearing Entitled “PPACA Implementation Failures: Didn’t Know or Didn’t Disclose?”
______________________________________________________________________________
On Thursday, October 24, 2013, at 9:00 a.m. in 2123 Rayburn House Office Building, the
Energy and Commerce Committee will hold a hearing entitled “PPACA Implementation
Failures: Didn’t Know or Didn’t Disclose?” This hearing will focus on the failures and issues
surrounding the implementation of Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act’s (PPACA)
health insurance exchanges. The following provides background on the hearing.
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II. BACKGROUND
A. PPACA Implementation
PPACA implementation has involved multiple government agencies and contractors.
Agencies such as the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), Internal Revenue
Service, Social Security Administration, Department of Homeland Securityand the Office of
Personnel Management are involved in implementation of the PPACA exchanges. In addition,
the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) has entered into contracts with
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organizations to assist with the creation and operation of such exchanges, including the federally
facilitated marketplace (FFM) website. These contractors are assisting with activities such as IT
buildup, eligibility verification, developing procedures for the receipt and processing of paper
applications, and the creation of a data services hub to route information between agencies,
contractors, and exchanges. Several of these contractors appeared before the Subcommittee on
Health in September to discuss the status of their work.1
Open enrollment in the PPACA exchanges began October 1, 2013, with coverage
planned to be effective on January 1, 2014. Prior to the open enrollment start date, many
questions were raised related to the readiness, testing, and functionality of the exchanges.
Missed deadlines, delays, and untimely guidance raised questions regarding consumer assistance
and experience, eligibility accuracy, integration with existing State programs, and interagency
coordination.
In June, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) issued a report2 raising key
questions regarding the readiness of the FFM. GAO found that core functions of the FFM had
yet to be completed and concluded that CMS “has many key activities remaining to be
completed across the core exchange functions – eligibility and enrollment, including
development and implementation of the data hub; program management; and consumer
assistance.” GAO further stated that “much remains to be accomplished within a relatively short
amount of time” and the “completion of certain activities was behind schedule.”3
Despite such issues, HHS officials repeatedly assured the public that implementation was
progressing on time and as intended. In July, Secretary Sebelius stated HHS was “on track to
flip the switch on October 1 and say to people, ‘Come on and sign up’”.4
On August 1, 2013, CMS Administrator Marilyn Tavenner in written testimony5 declared
“when consumers visit the Marketplace through Healthcare.gov beginning on October 1, 2013,
they will experience a new way to shop for health coverage.” Administrator Tavenner further
testified that “the online version of the application will be a dynamic experience that shortens the
application process…”6
As recently as September 19, 2013, the head of the Consumer Information and Insurance
Oversight testified7 that “Consumers will be able to go online, they will be able to get a
determination of what tax subsidies they are eligible for, they’ll be able to look at the plans that
are available where they live, they will be able to see the premium net of subsidy that they would
have to pay, and they will be able to choose a plan and get enrolled in coverage beginning
October 1.”
B. Problems With the Federally Facilitated Marketplace
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Since the October 1 start of open enrollment, major media outlets have described the
launch of PPACA’s exchange program as “plagued by problems” 8 and “nothing short of
disastrous.”9 The launch of the exchanges has been fraught with significant problems that are
leading to major delays for Americans attempting to shop for health coverage.
Review of 47 State exchanges, particularly sites run by the federal government, turned
up “frequent error messages or traffic overload notices.”10 Reports suggest these problems may
be caused by inadequate server capacity, poor software coding, and system architecture.11
Other reports suggest such problems stem from a design element requiring users “create
accounts before shopping for insurance.”12 An HHS spokeswoman said the “agency wanted to
ensure that users were aware of their eligibility for subsidies that could help pay for coverage,
before they started seeing the prices of policies.”13 In addition, insurers have stated that the
federal exchange is “generating flawed data,” including “duplicate enrollments, spouses reported
as children, missing data fields, and suspect eligibility determinations.”14
HHS Secretary Sebelius recently concluded after a two week review that "[w]e didn't
have enough testing, specifically for high volumes, for a very complicated project.” 15
Furthermore, the Secretary stated that “[HHS] had two years and almost no testing."16

III. STAFF CONTACTS
Should you have any questions regarding the hearing, please contact Karen Christian,
Sean Hayes, Clay Alspach or Paul Edattel at (202) 225-2927.
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